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Group A  

2. A) What the difference between file systems and DBMS? Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of 

DBMS.  

B) Discuss the structure of DBMS.  

3. A) Discuss generalization and specialization with suitable example.  

B) What do you mean by DML? Explain all commands of DML with their SQL structure.  

4. A) What are views? Describe different types of views.  

B) Discuss briefly network and hierarchical data model.  

5. A) What E-R diagram? Explain it with the help of example.  

B) Write SQL statement for the following.  

Book (book_name, book_name, price)  

I) To create table  

II) Insert a row in the table  

III) Update book name 'ABC 'to ‘xyz'.  

6. Explain any four of the following.  

I) Super key  

II) Candidate key  

III) Database manager  

IV) Data dictionary  

V) DBA  

VI) Specialization  

VII) Constraints  

VIII Attributes  

Group B  

7. A) Write the function of selection sort techniques.  

B) Sort following data set using bubbles sort. Show all the steps in detail: 40,28,22,11,42,20,35  

8. A) Differentiate between array and singly linked list.  

B) Write a function to insert an element before a given element in a single linked list.  



9. A) What is stack? Explain the different operations performed on stack.  

B) Write a program to reverse the element of a stack using two temporary stacks.  

10. A) Convert the following postfix expression into infix.  

I) AB*C+E*  

II) AB+C/D*E-  

III) ABC /+DE*F+  

IV) AB - C-D*  

Also draw the expression tree for each of the expression.  

B) Insert following elements in an AVL tree showing various steps of insertion and rotation 44, 

39,65,83,21,35,37,20  

11. Write short notes on any four of the following:  

A) Dynamic data structure  

B) strictly Binary tree  

C) Binary tree  

D) Tree  

E) double linked list  

F) non-linear data structures  

G) Circular queue  

H) linked list.  


